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TOWARD A BEHAVIORAL SOCIOLOGY
In the last decade, the behav

ioral perspecti ve of psychology
has entered the fi el d of sociology,
largely because a group of sociolo
gists became impressed by the
principles, procedures, and prac
tical utility of behavioral psycho
logy and its potenti al for socio
logy. This, and other develop
ments, such as the work of George
Caspar Homans, has led to a new
paradigm, behavioral sociology,
which provides a bridge to link
individual and structural ap
proaches to explanations of social
behavior. Adherents bel ieve that
th i s new approach, based on the
tenets of behavioral psychology,
when applied to issues and prob
lems of sociology can enhance soci
ological understanding. It could
also provide a unifying framework
for all. of the social sciences.

Since Durkheim established the
identity of sociology by perform
i ng a sociological ana lysis on sui
cide, which had been considered
q. psychological phenomenon, socio
logy and psychology have coexist
ed with little concern for progress
or discoveries in the related sci
ence. They maintain different ap-:
proaches to the analysis of human
social behavior. Each has tended
to rema i n content with its own
paradigms and conceptual core.
The hi a tus has been detri men ta I
to our understanding of social
phenomena and to explanations of
human social behavior.

That few adherents go beyond
the bounds of their own discipline
in search of new paradigms indi
cates a condition called discipline
-derived myopia (Kunkel 1975).
Within a dLscipline, this situation
is confounded by a second ai 1
ment: model-:-derived myopia. These
conditions restrict intellectual
ori enta ti on with concom i tan t i gnor-

ance and disregard of simi lar par
adigms in other sciences. Disci
pline-derived myopia, along with
the seemingly ominous specter of
reductionism and psychological im
perialism sustained the hiatus. A
growing group of sociologists who
identify with the behavioral orien
tation have shed their myopia,
and have developed a major per
spective, borrowing heavi Iy from
psychology, which has been under
estimated and ignored by many
socio log i sts.

THE BEHAVIORAL PERSPECTIVE
Behaviorism has a long history

in psychology, evolving from re
search in learning and memory.
Recen t Iy , i t h as led to t he dev e 1
opment of behavior therapy and
applied behavior analysis. Behav
ior~sm has entered the field of
sociology due to the influence of
behavioral psychologists, and be
haviorists, and the prospect of a
scientifically rigorous model for
significant practical applications.
Like behaviorism in psychology,
behavioral sociology is a broad
perspective ranging from the more
radical Skinnerian viewpoint
(1953) to Bandura's softer social
learning approach (1963).

In a recent survey, behavioral
sociologists explained why they
were attracted to the behavioral
perspective. Typical responses
were: it is a rigorous scientific
approach, methodologically strong,
theoretically, parsimonious, and
sound; it makes .sense and is a
useful alternative for studying hu
man social behavior; and it is
objective, replicable, experiment
al, and cumulative, offering tech
niques that can be used to make
significant changes in social be
havior (Green 1975) •
• Behavioral sociologists have stu
died a variety of social pheno
mena, such as teaching public
speaking skills to low-income
adults (Fawcett & Miller 1975),
behavioral principles in small
group research (Conger & Kileen
1974), and an attempt to synthe
size social control and social
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learning models of delinquent be
havior (Conger 1976).

Jeffery (1965) discussed behav
ioral theory in terms of explain
ing criminal behavior. Burgess &
Akers ( 1966) reform u I a ted Su t her
land's differential association the
ory of criminal behavior into 7
behavioral propositions. Franklin
( 1971 ) discussed how beha v i ora I
principles could be altered to fit
instances of social interaction.

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
Ritzer (1975 145) defi ned behav

ioral sociology as "the theoretical
effort to apply principles of psy
chological behaviorism to sociolo
gical questions." Thus, a behav
ioral socio logi st is a socio logi st
who uses concepts and principles
of operant behavior to examine,
explain, or alter social behavior.
Operant behavior is behavior
which operates in the environment
to produce a consequence which
modifies subsequent behavior. An
operant is behavior shaped and
maintained by its consequences.
The functional relations between
operant behaviors and their con
sequences provide foundations for
operant analysis. These functional
relations are considered principles
of behavior, and are usually ex
pressed as conti ngency statements.

Formulating a contingency re
quires 3 elements: the (1) occa
sion on which (2) consequences
are conti ngent on (3) behavior.
The contingency concept means
tha t the consequences are depen
dent on the occurence of the beha
vior. The sequence is: (1) occa
sion; (2) behavior; and (3) conse
quence (Goldiamond 1976 6).

Behavioral analysis applies to
socially relevant behavior of per
sons, the interaction of persons
in groups, or the behavior of
groups, organizations, and soci
eties as behavioral units. "There
is growing evidence that prin
ciples developed by experimental
analysis of behavior have consi
derable relevance for the analysis
of patterns of socialization, of
the development of normative as

well as deviant behavior, or per
sona I and group va I ues, and of
organizational structure and for
the development, persistence, and
change of insti"tutional forms."
(Burgess & Bushell 1969 25). A
basic distinction between behavior
al and traditional sociology is
that the former is applied, and
focuses on variables that can be
used to shape or alter behavior,
rather than on variables that
"cause" or "relate" to behavior.
The applied aspect of behavioral
sociology sets it apart from other
approaches (Ritzer 1975 150).

Its ori gin was the work of
George Caspar Homans, who was
influenced by Skinner. He is the
most persuasive spokesperson for
social exchange theory, and the
leading behavioral sociologist. He
was the fi rst major soc i 0 log i st to
use behavioral psychology in soci
ology, and the one who used be
havioral principles in sociological
explanations (1961; 1964a). This
orientation is traced to his first
major work in 1941 and to a more
elaborate expression in collabora
tion with Schneider in 1955 (Tur
ner 1978 224). Homans remi~ded

us tha t such theoret i ca I constructs
as society and social behavior in-
volve human~vior. Hence,
psychological principles are appro
priate to explain social phenome
na. "If a serious effort is made
to construct theories that wi II
even begin to explain social phe
nomena, i.t turns out that thei r
general propositions are not about
the equilibrium of societies but
about the behavior of men.
The institutions, organizations
and societies that sociologists
study can always be analyzed,
without residue, into the behavior
of individual men. They must
therefore be explained by proposi
tions about the behavior of indivi
dual men." (Homans 1964a 818;
1964b) •

A second origin of behavioral
sociology arose at Washington Uni
versity, St. Louis, in the .early
1960' s from. the, i nf luence of
Professors Robert Hamb Ii nand L
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Keith Miller on such graduate stu-
dents as Ronald Akers, David
Buckholdt, Robert Burgess, Don
Bushell, and Daniel Ferritor. This
group later diffused behavioral
sociology widely in the discipline.
The third origin was at Arizona
Sta te Un i vers ityin the same per-
iod where behaviorist psycholo-
gis~s Israel Goldi amond, Jack
Michael, and Arthur & Carolyn
StaQ ts i nf I uenced such members of
the sociology facu I ty as Jeffery,
Jones, and Kunkel.

VARIATIONS: A ROSE IS A ROSE
The term behavioral sociology

was fi rst used by Burgess and
Bushell (1969). They were concern
ed with a growing field in experi
mental psychology which had much
to offer to sociology, and they
traced the intellectual heritage of
behavioral sociology to 'the writ
ing and research of experimental
psychologists Ferster, Keller, Scho
enfeld and Skinner. However, the
term behaviora I sociology is not
the only label for the behavioral
paradigm. Ritzer (1975) notes that
the social behavior paradigm in
cludes two major theQretical
schools: behavioral sociology and
exchange theory. Turner (1978)
refers to it as exchange theory
consisting of the exchange behav
iorism model of Homans and the
exchange structuralism of Blau.
• Some prefer the more neutra I
social learning approach (Akers
1977; Kunkel 1975). The terms be
havior analys·is, and applied be
havior analysis are also used.
These terms are not specific as to
discipline, and they are used al
most exclusively by applied re
searchers investigating and alter
ing individual behavior in com
plex organizations. Cundy (1977)
uses the terril social conditioning
approach, whi Ie Friedrichs ( 1974)
prefers neo-beha v i or ism. Gordon
(1978) refers to his own approach
as heuristic or practical emergen
tist. Other labels include social
exchange theory, sociological be-
haviorism, behaviorism, and be-
havior modification.

Just as psychological behavior
ism is a general term referring to
many approaches, behavioral socio
logy in its emergent state, is al
ready diversified, and the label
used a t present is a cue to a
particular behavioral orientation.
Michael & Green (1978) outline the
emergent forms of behavioral socio
logy as 1) applied behavioral ana
lysis in complex organizations; 2)
experimental analyses of social ex
change and soci al process; and
3) behavioral macro sociology and
theoret i ca I extens ions.

EXEMPLARS: MODELS & FOUNDERS
I n discussing a new paradi gm

it is worth while to note the
exemplars. The task becomes com
plex as one discovers that there
are severa I referen ts. T he term
exemplar refers to a person who
serves as model or example; but
it also refers to an "ideal mod
el". Sometimes its use extends to
such meanings as "most important
in the field", "model whom most
adherents follow", or "founder".
The indisputable exemplar of be
havioral sociology is B F Skinner,
who is the source of the recent
resurgence of behaviorism in all
of the social sciences, particular
ly sociology (Ritzer 1975 142; Frie
drichs 1974 3). Finally, Hamblin
and his associates (1971), who
wrote one of the earliest empirical
monographs from the behavioral
sociology perspective, note that
they were i nf I uenced by Sk inner,
who was also recognized as influ
encing the Burgess & Bushell read
er. And Tarter (1976) argues that
sociology should examine the be
havioral approach. According to
Hamblin & Kunkel (1976) Homans
must also be recognized as shar
ing the rank of exemplar with
Skinner.
TOWARD A CRITIQUE

Behavioral sociology is indenti
fied as one of the three major
paradigms in sociology, but its
significance and potential have of
ten been over looked or den i ed.
Tarter wrote that "sociology is
hesitant to examine this carefully
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developed body of information
which offers so much promise
maintaining a disciplinary ethno
centricity with its continued fear
of psychological reductionism."
(1973 153) Many analyses of the
state of sociology have neglected
or underestimated the significance
of behavioral sociology (Ritzer
1975 226). Articles critical of be
havioral sociology began to ap
pear following Homans' early
statements in the 1960's. The con
cern focused on such issues as
relevance for sociology, reduction
ism, and the tautolog ica I aspect
of the behavioral model. An under
lying concern seemed to revolve
around the intrusion of behavior
ism into sociology.

Articles critical of behavioral
socio logy are ill ustra ted by those
of Morris & Hesslink (1974) and
Pepinsky (1975). While some of
the concerns such as the issue of
tautology, the omission of internal
states as relevant data, the athe
oretical orientation of some adher
ents, and the ethics of behavioral
control are shared with some psy
chologists, others, such as reduc
tionism, nominalism, psychological
imperialism, and the possibility
of planned soci a I i nterven tion are
of special concern to sociologists.
Behind many of the critical res
ponses is the bel ief that behavior
a I soc i 0 log y i san tit hetica I, d i v er
gent, and even alien to tradition
al sociology. Some might even ar
gue that the discipline has ben
invaded, and that the incursion
if unchecked, is likely to contam
inate every level and type of an
alysis.

The discipline should be more
tolerant of any new approach that
promises some possibility of advan
cing sociological explanation and
understanding of human social be-
havior. Gordon argues that "
we must combine sociological with
psychological variables to raise
the explanatory power of our gen
eralizations." He says variables
with explanatory utility should be
taken wherever found (1978 43).

DIFFUSION OF THE BEHAVIORAL
PERSPECTIVE

Sociology is not the only disci
pline to experience the diffusion
of the behavioral perspective.
Goldiamond suggests that several
of the social sciences use the bas
ic operant contingency formulation
to analyze social relations. This
includes transactional analysis in
anthropology, exchange analysis
in sociology, decision theory in
economics, and operant conti n-
gency analysis in psychology,
from which much of the termino
logy and procedures were derived.
Though these models cover overlap
ping terrain, each also considers
variables specific to its own disci
pline. Also," differences in
metaphors that is, the lan
guage they use and the concepts
they relate to, as· well as differ
ences in variables considered
deri ve from the different requ i re
ments of the •• disciplines." (1976
7)
• Cundy (1977) points out that ex
amples of a behavioral orientation
can also be found in social work,
criminology, anthropology, and
jurisprudence (Fischer & Gochros
1975; Wodarski & Bagarozzi 1978:
Jeffery 1965; 1971 : Jones 1971 :
Jones 1971: Wexler 1973; 1975).

TOWARD A FUTURE SYNTHESIS
• With the diffusion of the behav
ioral perspective across the social
sciences and related disciplines,
one might expect a theoretical con
vergence leading toward a unify
ing framework for all of the soci
al sciences. Homans has long ar
gued in terms of a unifying frame
work, claiming that the empirical
propositions generated from study
of social behavior may most easi-
ly be explained by behavioral
psychology and elementary econom
ics. He says that" behavioral
psychology is fundamental to all
the sciences concerned with the
social behavior of men •• ", includ
ing sociology, anthropology, politi
cal science,' economics, and his
tory (Homans 1961 12; 1969 1).
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"Social behaviorism contains the
seeds for a general integration
with the principles and findings
of the social sciences." (Staats
1976 60)

At present, the wide diffusion
of the principles, procedures and
concepts of behaviorism seem to
lead directly toward a general
theoreti cal and emp i ri ca I synthe
sis which, we hope, wi II expand
our understanding of the social
world, and simultaneously allow
greater cooperation among the dis
ciplines concerned with human be
havior.

CONCLUSION
The example of cross-ferti liza

tion provided by the diffusion of
behaviorism into sociology wi t I al
low sociology and psychology to
exist more comfortably together,
and more important, lead to more
fruitful and more complete explan
ation of social behavior. There is
noth i ng to be ga i ned by the nebu
lous charge of reductionism. "A
behavioral analysis cannot remain
psychological, but naturally be
comes sociological. A nation's s
trat-ification system, its education
al and economic institutions, and
religious and governmental organi
zations are all part of the analy
sis of social behavior." (Kunkel
1975177) We must not ignore or
underestimate the strengths of soc
iology in terms of what it can
bring to behaviorism. I t can offer
a wealth of demographic and oth
er pertinent background data, a
body of detai led know ledge of the
social world, and an understand
ing of the interrelatedness of the
components of the social world.

It could well be that the entire
issue of behaviorism in sociology
revolves around two related is
sues: 1) Does it fit within the
scope of sociology? 2) Does it
have any explanatory utility?
Since behaviorism deals with soc
ial behavior, it is well within
the scope of sociology. The ques
tion of explanatory utility seems
to have been answered in terms
of all of the empirical studies in

sociology that have emanated from
the behavioral perspecti vee Behav
ioral sociology seems ab Ie to offer
the way to a viable technology of
beha v ior for soci 0 logy.
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